CLEANING TASKS

1. Carries cleaning equipment and supplies such as buckets, brushes, squeegees, safety belts, ladders, microfiber towels, and tool belts to work locations such as airport terminals in order to clean windows.

2. Inspects windows, frames, and skylights to determine whether cleaning is necessary based on criteria such as excessive dust, debris, fingerprints, and water spots.

3. Selects proper tools to clean windows such as brushes (e.g., boars hair, nylon bristle), extension poles, squeegee blades (e.g., 18", 22") and scrapers (e.g., 6") based on criteria such as type of window (e.g., storefront, cathedral glass, heat treated) and amount of dust, debris, fingerprints, and water spots in order to use the most effective tools that will not damage windows.

4. Applies cleaning solution to glass installations such as windows and frames using wet brushes and applicators (squeegee mop), and rubs solution into debris in order to loosen dirt particles to allow for more effective cleaning.

5. Squeegees wet glass using various sized squeegees (e.g., 18", 22"), and wipes squeegee blade after every stroke using a Terry cloth in order to wipe cleaning solution and dirt particles off of windows and squeegee blades to prevent streaking.

6. Wipes edges of window pane using Terry cloth and microfiber towels after squeegeeing windows in order to remove excess water.

7. Operates a Hi-Tucker water-fed pole by applying water onto window surfaces and wiping windows using the brush attached to the Tucker pole in order to clean difficult to reach areas such as high elevation windows.

PREPARATION OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

8. Mixes cleaning solutions such as ammonia, water, and dishwasher liquid in a bucket in order to have the appropriate solution necessary to remove dirt, grease, and fingerprints from windows.

9. Sets up work equipment such as ladders and secures safety harnesses on stationary objects such as roofs prior to performing work.

10. Fills 5 gallon bucket with water in Hopper Room using a water hose when working in airport terminals or by using faucets that are available at locations such as on roofs, and carries the filled bucket to worksite in order to have water readily available when completing assigned tasks.
11. Lifts equipment off of trucks such as ladders, safety harnesses, brushes, water hoses, and extension poles and carries equipment to worksite in order to have equipment readily available.

12. Climbs equipment such as ladders and aerial lifts while carrying brushes and other tools (e.g., extension poles, applicator, buckets), and adjusts safety belt to proper fitment in order to elevate self to high elevation work locations and ensure safety before performing work.

OTHER JOB RELATED TASKS

13. Secures work areas such as airfields and terminals by placing safety cones around work areas in order to alert pedestrians and vehicles of work zones and to prevent accidents.

14. Drives to worksite using a truck carrying various tools and supplies such as ladders, buckets, and brushes in order to complete assigned tasks.

15. Interacts courteously with co-workers and members of the public through direct contact in order to answer questions about work duties.